
CEBU HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Notes of the Mismanagement Meeting

Wednesday 20 April 2022
On-Sec:  Busted Dick

Hashers Present:
French Tickler Busted Dick Disco

French Kisser Sherpa Dribbles

Facial Attraction Yummychopper Lean Balls

Mai Thai Dai Furnicator

• Lean Balls informed the meeting that Dancing Queen passed away the previous 

Thursday morning after illness.  His passing was peaceful but sadly expected.

• Busted Dick outlined a recent incident which had been brought to his attention by a 

local bar owner where a member of the Hash had been complained about due to his 

behaviour.  It was felt that the behaviour in question had been intended to be 

humourous but had been misintepreted by the recipient, for whom English was not 

their first language.  It was noted that there are often cultural differences which can 

lead to such misunderstandings.

Hash Cash - Tight Arse explained the position with Hash Cash; we currently have P45k in the 

bank plus P18k cash in hand with no projected outgoings.

Hare Razor – Furnicator gave details of hares over the next 4 runs.  This weeks run is in 

Compostela, hared by Banker Wanker and no-name Carlos Miguel.  There was some 

discussion about a proposal to hold a BBQ at a future run in Tayud.  Furnicator also hopes we 

can move towards an alternative method of marking future runs rather than oil based spray 

paint.  A discussion about alternatives was inconclusive.

Ongoing Business:
• Christmas Bash 2022; Tight Arse is working on the criteria that any proposed resort 

should meet to enable a succesful Christmas Bash.  She and others plan to visit and 

evaluate Papa Kitts in the near future.

• Sherpa asked whether individual run numbers were yet available; Tight Arse tabled a 

document which summarised the present situation which Busted Dick will make 

available to hashers.

New Business:
• There is a plan by some hashers to hold an away run in Malapascua on 29 May, 

possibly based at Blue Water resort which is owned by hasher Buko.  Chris/van may 

attend.  French Tickler plans to set one of the runs over that weekend.



• Domain Name; Busted Dick proposed that as Covid measures are now relaxed 

worldwide, and that visitor numbers are expected to increase, The Hash ought to 

repurchase the cebuhash.org domain name to enable our website to be more easily 

found by internet search engines.  It was agreed that cebuhash.com was more 

appropriate and that an attempt to puchase that domain name should be made first.  

On-Sec update – cebuhash.com is unavailable therefore cebuhash.org has been 

purchased at a cost of P3k for 5 years.

• Tight Arse reminded the meeting that The Hash’s charity outreach efforts had been 

suspended during the Covid restrictions and that perhaps now was a good time to 

restart our efforts.  She pointed out that the Sudlon Health Centre roof had been 

damaged in the recent typhoon and that a donation towards the cost of repairs would 

be welcomed.  It was agreed to donate P10k towards the cost of repairs.

Details of Next Meeting: TBA


